WHAT WE PLAN FOR.

Seems legit.
Can we do this intentionally?

EXPECT the MESS

WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENS.
How can we build centralized, predictable systems which account for (even benefit from) distributed networks?
Always in the shadow of a stronger argument against.

People helping each other in the aftermath of tragedy is the only really convincing argument for people.

e horne and j comeau

asfterworld.com
WHAT WE PLAN FOR.
No Ability to Handle a Fire

*Roughly to Scale

Ready to Fight the Biggest Fire We've Heard Of

Superstorm
WHAT WE PLAN FOR.
WHAT WE PLAN FOR.

Seems legit.
Can we do this intentionally?

WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENS.
LARGE
ORGANIZATION
LARGE ORGANIZATION

we have an ok sense of how this works.
KNOWLEDGE ACROSS NETWORK

SURFACING KNOWLEDGE TO A LOCAL TOPIC NODE

SHARE KNOWLEDGE
Superstorm Sandy Recovery

what is missing?

knowledge across network

transfer knowledge to shared topic in different locations

surface knowledge to a local topic node

share knowledge across topic in shared location

etc

interface

affected area

food + water

lots of parking

Box Store

needs assessment

demo + cleaning

etc
LARGE ORGANIZATION

We have an ok sense of how this works.
Superstorm Sandy Response

what is missing?

trust.

Local needs assessment

we have an ok sense of how this works.

LARGE ORGANIZATION

Evac Together
Superstorm Sandy Response

what is missing?

knowledge across network

♥ trust.

what about this?

knowledge transfer to other network

affected area
SURFACING KNOWLEDGE TO A LOCAL TOPIC NODE
**Kitchen Needs**

- Butter
- Jelly
- Eggs (2 cases/1000 cases)
- 10 cans of beans (black, green, etc.)
- Lg. cans/packs of tuna
- Shredded mozzarella
- Sliced cheese
- Industrial rolls of paper towel
- No pasta, no bread

**Urgent Site/Donation Needs**

- Blankets/throws
- Flashlights
- Cleaning supplies
- Toilet paper
- Work gloves
- PPE (personal protective equipment)
- Snacks: chips, nuts, M&Ms

**Nomination**

- Jordan-son
SHARE KNOWLEDGE ACROSS TOPIC IN SHARED LOCATION
Surfacing knowledge to a local topic node

Share knowledge across topic in shared location

Transfer knowledge to shared topic in different locale

etc
Please take @ least one day off

* unless you're a MARINE

And ONE Day in the field

May 11/8

Friday 11/9

Jennifer

Saturday 11/10

Talullah

Maritzabel

Daniel

Lev

Sarah

Daniel

Lev

Has
And ONE Day in the FIELD
KNOWLEDGE ACROSS NETWORK

SURFACING KNOWLEDGE TO A LOCAL TOPIC NODE

SHARE KNOWLEDGE ACROSS TOPIC IN SHARED LOCATION
what about this?

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER TO OTHER NETWORK
Superstorm Sandy: NYC

Sandy is a major storm that has caused extensive flooding, physical damage, power and transportation outages, and multiple fatalities in NY and much of the US East coast.

- Latest alerts, NYC Emergency Mgmt
- City of New York on Twitter
- NYC Emergency Mgmt on Facebook
- WNYC Transit Tracker
- National Hurricane Center advisories
- Ready.gov: Preparing for a hurricane

How are you using CrisisMap? Tell us.
Reset to default view

Public Transit
Latest updates from MTA. Visit the MTA website for the absolute latest.

- MTA Open Subways, October 31st 2012
  Zoom to area
  MTA subway routes that are operating today. Click on a subway station for more detailed service advisories.
  WNYC also has this in PDF form.

- MTA Replacement Shuttle Buses
  Zoom to area • Download KML
  Replacement shuttle bus routes. These may be updated throughout the day. Consult MTA website for more.

Road work and traffic advisories

Traffic conditions

NYC food distribution points
Zoom to area • Download KML
what about this?

knowledge transfer to other network
What we plan for.

Seems legit.
Can we do this intentionally?

Expect the mess.

What actually happens.

WILLOW BRUGH
- BLOG: BLOG.CITY.BRUSH.ORG
- TRUSS.WORKS
- WILLOW.BLOG
- TRUSS.WORKS
- WILLOW@TRUSS.WORKS
- BIT.LY/digihostr
Superstorm Sandy Response

what is missing?

Local needs assessment

Evacuate together

LARGE ORGANIZATION

we have an ok sense of how this works.
WILLLOW BRUGH

BLOG.BLØØCYB.ORG
TRUSS.WORKS

WILLLOWBLØØ
TRUSS_WORKS

WILLLOW@TRUSS.WORKS

BIT.LY/digidistro